Cell proliferation kinetics of epidermis and sebaceous glands in relation to chalone action.
Median S-phase lengths of pinna epidermis and sebaceous glands, and of epithelia from the oesophagus and under surface of the tongue of Albino Swiss S mice were estimated by the percentage labelled mitoses method (PLM). The 18.4 and 18,8 hr for the median length of S-phase for pinna epidermis and sebaceous glands respectively made it possible for these two tissues to be used experimentally for testing tissue specificity in chalone assay experiments. The 10.0 and 11.5 hr for oesophagus ang tongue epithelium respectively made experimental design for chalone assay difficult when pinna epidermis was the target tissue. The results of the Labelling Index measured each hour throughout a 24-hr period showed no distinct single peaked diurnal rhythm for pinna epidermis and sebaceous glands. Instead a circadian rhythm with several small peaks occurred which would be expected if an S-phase of approximately 18 hr was imposed on the diurnal rhythm. This indicates that there may be very little change in the rate of DNA synthesis. The results are given for the assay in vivo of purified epidermal G1 and G2 chalones, and the 72--81% ethanol precipitate of pig skin from which they could be isolated. These experiments were performed over a time period which took into account the diurnal rhythm of activity of the mice as well as the S-phase lengths. Extrapolating the results with time of action of the chalone shows that the G1 chalone acts at the point of entry into DNA synthesis and that the S-phase length was approximately 17 hr for both the pinna epidermis and sebaceous glands. This may be a more correct value since the PLM method overestimates the median S-phase length as it is known that in pinna skin the [3H]TdR is available to the tissues for 2 hr and true flash labelling does not take place. The previous reports that epidermal G1 chalone acts some hours prior to entry into S-phase resulted from experiments on back skin where the S-phase is shorter and there is a pronounced diurnal rhythm which could mask the chalone effect. The epidermal G2 chalone had no effect on DNA synthesis even at different times in the circadian rhythm. Thus the circadian rhythms and S-phase lengths of the test tissues need to be considered when experiments are performed with chalones. Ideally, the target tissues selected for cell line specificity tests should have the same cell kinetics for the easier and more accurate assessment and interpretation of results. When the tissues have markedly different cell kinetics, experimental procedures and results need to be evaluated accordingly. The point of action of G1 chalone can only be assessed if the effect is measured over the peak of incorporation of [3H]TdR into DNA. The results of the effects of skin extracts are analysed in relation to changes in the availability of [3H]TdR for the incorporation into DNA and to the possibility of there being two distinct populations of proliferating cells.